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Abstract—A key component in the processing of speech is
the division of longer input sounds into a number of smaller
sections. For speech interpretation it is generally easier to
classify single sections. Similarly, when processing speech for
other purposes (e.g. speech filtering), it can be easier and more
relevant to process individual phonemes. Here, we propose a
biologically inspired speech segmentation technique that filters
the speech into multiple bandpassed channels using a Gammatone
filterbank, and then uses an essentially energy-based spike coding
technique in order to find the onsets and offsets present in an
audio signal. These onsets and offsets are then processed using
leaky integrate-and-fire neurons, and the spikes from these used
to determine the speech segmentation. We evaluate this new
system using a quantitative evaluation metric, and the promising
results of segmentation of both clean speech and speech in noise
demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sound is frequently a highly dynamic signal, and often
the sound produced by a sound source has clearly defined
sections within it. This is certainly true for speech (where one
often thinks of syllables), and for many types of birdsong, as
well as for melodies played on a single note instrument. Other
sounds (the rushing of wind in trees, or the sound of flowing
water, or indeed, many sounds produced by continuously
running machinery) do not have this characteristic: yet often
the sounds that need the most interpretation do have clearly
defined relatively short segments. Segmentation is subjective
as there can be debate over the appropriate length of a segment,
depending both on the nature of the sound, and on the purpose
of the segmentation. For example, there are scenarios where the
appropriate segmentation is a complete utterance, and others
where speech should be divided into phonemes for further
processing. Here we consider speech segments to be closer
to phonemes.

Speech segmentation can be a key enabler for further
processing. For example, in speech filtering, the audiovisual
work of Almajai and Milner [1] processes individual phonemes
of speech with different models, requiring phoneme level
segmentation. For interpretation, segmentation may be required
at sentence, word, syllable [2], or phoneme level [3], [4] in
order to correctly recognise speech: clearly word and sentence
boundaries are unlikely to be findable directly from the signal.
Music segmentation is also required for further processing
[5]: for music, segmentation may produce individual notes,
or entire musical phrases. It is not surprising, then, that sound
segmentation has been of interest for a long time.

Many different segmentation techniques have been used,

for example [2], [4], [6], [7]. Techniques applied to speech
can be divided into two classes: blind techniques, which do
not use a phonetic classification of the utterance, and non-blind
techniques which do use this information. A similar distinction
could be made for musical segmentation techniques, however,
most of these are blind systems. Within the blind techniques,
many different techniques have been applied, ranging from
those based on onsets (like this one), to ones based on wavelets.

Here, we propose a biologically inspired speech segmen-
tation, that uses onsets and offsets to identify the starts and
ends of segments. It is a considerable extension of preliminary
work developed by one of the authors [4], and takes into
account the idea of using multiple resolutions suggested in
many different works in image segmentation. In addition to the
frequency bands of speech being considered in a logarithmic
way (following convention, as well as the human auditory
system [8]), we consider amplitude levels logarithmically. The
onset (and offset) transform used (described below) is essen-
tially a wavelet transform (but stopping half-way through the
convolving function so that it remains applicable in real-time),
and the actual decision about the location of the segments is
partly implemented using a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron to
combine onset (offset) information both at differing resolutions
and across bands.

This speech segmentation system is designed to function
in a causal manner, that is, rather than identifying onsets and
offsets after the sound has been processed, it makes use only
of data up to the current instant. This means that it does not
require the whole utterance in order to process, and so has
more potential for application to real time processing.

The system presented is evaluated with speech, and because
speech segmentation here is close to the phoneme level, we can
compare segmentation performance with annotated corpora. In
this work, we have utilised the transcribed sentences of the
TIMIT Corpus [9]. This provides the data needed for evalu-
ation, and the evaluation process makes use of an approach
first proposed by Hu and Wang [6] for speech segmentation.
This considers how well a generated segment is considered to
match a pre-defined, transcribed segment, and generates scores.
This process has been used to investigate the segmentation of
speech both with and without noise.

Results show that the system performs well both in clean
speech, and with noise (from a variety of artificially generated
and natural sounds) added. The system tends towards identi-
fying more segments than identified with human transcription,
suggesting that it is very sensitive to small changes. However, it



does not perform well in extremely noisy environments (SNRs
of -20dB and below), as would be expected.

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. Section
II presents a full description of the proposed onset and offset
based segmentation system, with the detailed evaluation metric
discussed in Section III. The results of testing both clean
speech and speech mixed with a variety of noises are given in
Section IV, and finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. SEGMENTATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The onset/offset based speech segmentation system applies
several layers of processing. Initially, the incoming monaural
digitised sound signal is filtered using the Gammatone filter-
bank [10] into 100 bands, with centre frequencies ranging
from 50Hz to 7000Hz. The output from each filterbank is
transformed into a set of 16 spike trains, which represent bi-
ologically inspired auditory nerve threshold crossing, inspired
by the high and low spontaneous rate nerve fibres of the
auditory nerve, as described in depth in [11]. These spike trains
perform a logarithmic coding of the signal amplitude, while
maintaining the fine time structure.
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Fig. 1. Initial processing of sound. Each bandpass channel produces a number
of spike trains (although they could be considered as a single height coded
pulse train) providing a phase preserving amplitude coding of the bandpass
signal output. The envelopes of each bandpass channel are reconstituted at a
lower sampling rate from these.

These signals are then used to recode the signal at a lower
sampling rate. The resulting envelope signals are all positive-
going, with one per bandpass channel. They are an approx-
imation to the logarithm of the envelope of each bandpass
signal. Although they are low-pass filtered versions of the
signal envelope, because of the way in which they are created,
they do not incur the phase delay that is often associated with
low-pass filtering. The low sampling rate makes processing
them further relatively fast.

Following on from previous work [4], we applied a “half-
difference of Gaussians” convolution to these signals. Logi-
cally, we should apply a difference of Gaussians to discover
the beginning and end of the segment, but this would imply
that one could not find them until some time after the segment
had occurred. In order to be able to produce a causal system1,
we cut the transform in half, with the result that the transform

1Here, causal system implies one that can produce its output at a particular
time using only the signals that have happened up to that time: this is a
prerequisite for real-time operation.

output is available more rapidly. The convolving function used
is

Oi,j(t, k, rj) =

Z t

0

(f(t�x, kj)�f(t�x, kj/rj))bi(x)dx (1)

where bi(x) is the signal originating from bandpass channel i,
and f(x, y) =

p
y exp(�x2y). i indexes the channel number.

In this work, a set of transforms are used (indexed by j in
equation 1), resulting in a multi-scale set of convolved outputs:
k was fixed at 1000 (so that the j index on the k can be
dropped), with values of rj varying geometrically from 1.1 to
3.5, and five transforms are used to allow for different duration
resolutions in both the onsets and the offsets.

Each transform Oi,j(t, k, rj) is turned into two signals, an
onset signal s

on(i,j)(t), and an offset signal s
o↵(i,j)(t) by

s
on(i,j)(t) = max(0, Oi,j(t, k, rj)) (2)

s
o↵(i,j)(t) = max(0, �Oi,j(t, k, rj)) (3)

The sum of the set of onset (offset) signals originating from
each band is produced (summing over the different transforms,
indexed by j), so that there is just one onset and one offset
signal from each bandpass channel: see figure 2.

S
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Fig. 2. Generation of the onset and offset signal. The convolving function
used is a half-difference of Gaussians. x(t) is Oi,j(t, k, rj). One onset signal
and one offset signal is generated per bandpass channel.

The S
on(i)(t)) and S

o↵(i)(t) are used as inputs to a pair
of leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons ( [12] Chapter 14)
to create an onset and an offset spike train for each bandpass
channel: see figure 3. To avoid issues where only a single
channel spikes, a weighted sum across adjacent channels is
used as the input to the LIF neuron:

Aon

i (t) =

i+nX

m=i�n

wmS
on(i+m)

(t) (6)

Ao↵

i (t) =

i+nX

m=i�n

wmS
o↵(i+m)

(t) (7)

The value of n defines the convergence: 2n + 1 bandpass
channels affect each LIF neuron. If n = 0, then there is
no convergence, and each channel is treated individually.



Convergence allows summation of adjacent channels, reducing
artefacts from noise.

The LIF neurons all have the same dissipation (time-
constant), because the expectation is that segment lengths
are independent of the location in the spectrum. All the LIF
neurons also have a fixed refractory period (0.01 seconds),
again because we disallow pairs of onsets (offsets) from
occurring too close together. The output from all of these LIF
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Fig. 3. Creation of the segments from the onset and offset signals. These
are combined across a number of channels at each LIF neuron (there is one
LIF neuron per channel), and then all the spikes are combined to produce
the segmentation. Post-processing allows for removal of very short segments,
separated from others by a very short time.

neurons is used as the input to a segmentation algorithm. This
uses each onset spike to mark the beginning, and each offset
spike to mark the end of a segment: segments are not allowed
to overlap.

A segmentation is produced for each bandpass channel,
and these are then combined to generate a final segmenta-
tion (alternatively, one might actually desire a 2-dimensional
segmentation, across time and spectrum, rather than a 1-
dimensional one: this would fit with Hu and Wang’s concept
of a tiling of the spectrotemporal space: figure 4 shows a
spectrotemporal segmentation). The number of segments at
each time point, Ns(t), is calculated (this is between 0 and
the number of bandpass channels). Each time that Ns(t) starts
to rise is marked as the beginning of a segment, and each time
that Ns(t) stops falling is marked as the end of a segment.
This approach was taken because the different segments in
each channel start and stop at about the same times, so that the
centre of each segment is a maximum in Ns(t). We use a post-
processing stage that merges very short segments separated
by very short intervals. Clearly more sophisticated methods
for interpreting the spectrotemporal segmentation could be
applied, and this is a topic of current research.

A. Discussion of methods used: choice of parameters

Because of the versatility and range of applications of
this technique, there are a number of parameters that need to
be set at each processing stage. Their precise optimal values
are not always intuitive. Here, we discuss the parameters
at each stage of the segmentation processing. We note that
although divided into subsets for the purpose of reporting, the
parameters interact with each other. For example, the values
for the onset/offset convolution, and the parameters for the LIF
neuron interact to determine the precise rates of change that

matter for segmentation. The best values to use will depend
on the application (speech from a fast talker, or one with a
slow rate of speech, or single musical notes, or musical notes
in a highly reverberant environment).

1) Digitisation and bandpass filtering: Digitisation depth
was 16 bits. The bandpass filter used is the Gammatone
filterbank [10]. The number of bands to use will depend on
many factors: channel bandwidth, processing time available,
frequency range, etc. Here, we have used 100 bands, from 50
to 7000 Hz. This gives a range of 7.13 octaves, i.e. about 14
bandpass channels/octave.

2) AN-like spike generation: As discussed in [11], a spike
is produced for the most sensitive sensitivity level when the
signal in the previous quarter cycle (as measured at the channel
centre frequency) exceeds a specific value, K

0

prior to crossing
0. Signals at lesser sensitivity levels use a threshold of RiK

0

,
for i from 0 (most sensitive level) to N � 1 (least sensitive
level), where R > 1. The parameters to adjust are the number
of spike trains to produce per band (i.e. value of N ), when
the most sensitive spikes should be generated (value for K

0

),
and the difference in threshold between levels (value for R).
These are not independent of each other, but define the level
below which sound will be ignored, as well as the dynamic
range of the system. We have used K

0

= 0.0002, N = 16, and
R = 1.414. The value for K

0

will depend on the transduction
system and coding used for sound; using R = 1.414, and
considering the signal level as a voltage, means that the sensi-
tivity levels are 10 log

10

(R2

)dB apart, which is approximately
3dB. Setting N = 16 provides approximately 48dB of dynamic
range.

3) Logarithmic envelope generation: The spike train is
turned into a level according to the index of the spike train. The
primary parameter here is the resampling rate, we downsample
in order to reduce the processing load during later stages of
the segmentation system. Here, 400 samples/second have been
used. This removes fine time structure, but for the purposes
of identifying onsets and offsets, precise temporal structure
information is not required (unlike the situation where one
is considering computing the difference in time difference of
arrival (TDOA), or even deciding exactly when to compute
TDOA [13]).

4) Onset and offset convolution: As discussed, the values
for k, rj , and the number of convolving functions are impor-
tant. Experimentation suggests that k = 1000, and rj varying
from 1.1 to 3.5, in 5 steps, works well. The exact values to
use depend on the precise timing of the envelope variations
that we take to constitute onsets and offsets. Given that onsets
do tend to be faster than offsets (because of both the nature of
sound production, and the effects of reverberation), there may
be a case for using different values for the onsets than from
the offsets.

The onset and offset signals are separated prior to being
applied to their LIF neuron, so that different parameters can
be associated with each. The parameters are:

The weight on the input to the neuron
This can either be a scalar (in which case the con-
volution outputs discussed above are all weighted
equally), or a vector whose length is the same



as the number of convolving functions (in which
case they are weighted differently). The value of
this weight (or weight vector) directly affects the
activation level in the LIF neuron. Note that the
weight value will interact with the dissipation of
the leaky integrate-and-fire neuron (see below).

The vector defining the convergence of the signal
This is used to allow signals from neighbouring
channels to affect the LIF neuron’s activity level.

To make these parameters independent, the vector used in
this convolution across bands is normalised to sum to 1
(the vector elements are expected to be positive). Based on
experimentation, we use weight values of 2.0 for the onset,
and 2.75 for the offset. The vector for the convergence (or
mixing) depends on a number of factors, including the nature
of the sound of interest (is it very broadband, for example).
Initial experiments identified that a short vector (length 7)
provides better results, as it makes the initial segmentation
in each channel more independent.

5) The leaky integrate-and-fire neurons: These have two
parameters, dissipation, and refractory period. High values for
dissipation mean that the activity leaks away rapidly. Thus
the values used need to reflect the expected rate of change
(or rather, the rate of change that matters in this application).
Values of 8 for the onset LIF, and 9 for the offset LIF have
been used. Higher values for the dissipation parameter require
(generally) larger activation levels in order for the LIF neuron
to produce spikes, and this interacts with the weight used at
the input to the LIF neuron. The refractory period has been
set to 0.01 seconds, although this has not been found to be
critical.

III. EVALUATION METRICS

Segmentation evaluation is complicated because one can
argue that segmentation units should be words, or even sen-
tences, though they are more usually syllables or phonemes.
Assessment techniques are reviewed in [14]. Hu and Wang dis-
cuss this issue [6], and the limited range of evaluation utilised
in related research. We adopt their technique, which focuses
on spectral-temporal performance, based on evaluation metrics
originally used in image segmentation [15]. Hu and Wang
evaluate segmentation performance by considering overlapping
regions between ideal and estimated segments, using spectral-
temporal segmentation. We compare segments generated by
the system to those identified by human transcription, that is,
the phoneme based transcription data provided with the TIMIT
corpus.

A set of ideal segments for an utterance is defined as
Dq[h], h = 1, . . . , H , and a set of estimated segments for
the same sentence as De[l], l = 1, . . . , L. An ‘utterance’ in
this work is defined as one single sample of speech, (e.g.
a single TIMIT spoken sentence). Each utterance has H
segments identified by using hand transcribed information, and
L segments identified automatically by the system presented
in this paper. The overlapping region between an estimated
segment De[h] and an ideal segment Dq[l] is defined as D[h, l].

Each of the segments and regions has an equivalent energy
Ze[h], Zq[l], and the overlapping energy region Z[h, l]. Given
a threshold value �, an ideal segment Dq[l] is considered to be

well covered by an estimated segment De[l] if D[h, l] contains
most of the energy of the ideal segment. Likewise, De[l] is
considered to be well covered by Dq[l] if D[h, l] contains most
of the energy of De[l]. This is defined as:

Z[h, l] > � · Zq[l] (8)
Z[h, l] > � · Ze[h] (9)

The threshold value � is designed to ensure that an ideal
segment is well covered by one estimated segment, and vice
versa, when � 2 [0.5, 1]. With the definition of well covered
regions satisfied, any regions D[h, l] can be labelled as either
correct, under-segmented, over-segmented, or missing.

Correctly segmented regions are those regions D[h, l] that
meet both of the well covered criteria defined in equation 9,
i.e. if the two regions Dq[l] and De[h] mutually cover each
other well. This means that there is a close match between
the ideal and estimated segments, depending on the threshold
value � used.

Over-segmented regions are those where more estimated
segments are found than ideal segments. In these regions, one
ideal segment covers multiple estimated segments. For exam-
ple, a TIMIT single phoneme may be covered by multiple esti-
mated segments. To define over-segmentation, {De[h0

]}, h0
=

h
1

, h
2

, . . . , h0
El

, with El > 0 is defined as all the estimated
segments that are well covered by one ideal segment Dq[l].
The overlapping regions {D[l, h0

]}, h0
= h

1

, h
2

, . . . , h0
El

are
defined as being over-segmented if the combined regions
contain most of the energy of Dq[l]. This is defined by:

X

h0

D[l, h0
] > � · Dq[l], h0

= h
1

, h
2

, . . . , h0
El

(10)

Under-segmentation is where there are more ideal segments
than found segments, so that one estimated segment covers
multiple ideal segments. This is a less serious issue as it
produces larger groupings of segments (for example, cover-
ing multiple phonemes). The subset of ideal segments that
are covered by one estimated segment De[h] is defined as
{Dq[l0]}, l0 = l

1

, l
2

, . . . , l0Fh
, with Fh > 0. The overlapping

regions {D[l0, h]}, l0 = l
1

, l
2

, . . . , l0Fh
are defined as being

under-segmented if the combined regions contain most of the
energy of De[h]. This is defined by:

X

l0

D[l0, h] > � · De[h], l0 = l
1

, l
2

, . . . , l0Fh
(11)

Finally, if the region D[l, h] is part of an ideal segment,
but cannot be labelled as correct, over-segmented, or under-
segmented, then it is considered to be an insufficient match,
and so it is labelled as missing.

There are some ambiguities in these definitions, firstly,
it is possible, depending on the threshold �, for a segment
to be both correct and under-segmented. This is because a
single region D[l, h] may mutually cover ideal and estimated
segments, but neighbouring estimated segments may also cover
the ideal segment well (depending on the threshold), leading to
the complete subset of regions (including the ’correct’ region)
being labelled as under-segmented. The same applies for over-
segmentation. Both definitions are accurate, but for preference,
we have assigned a ’correct’ labelling a higher priority, so
that any region that can be accurately identified as ’correct’ is



defined as such, even if it can also be accurately defined as
under-segmented or over-segmented. Again, this follows the
precedent set by Hu and Wang [6].

Finally, to calculate the final output values, the energy
in each labelled segment is summed. This provides the ideal
energy of all ideal segments Zq , estimated segments Ze, and
all regions labelled as correct Z

corr

, missing Z
miss

, over-
segmented Z

over

, and under-segmented Z
undr

. Finally, we can
use these to calculate the overall percentage values for each
labelling. The correct percentage is defined as:

P
corr

= Z
corr

/Zq · 100% (12)

The under-segmentation percentage is defined as:

P
undr

= Z
undr

/Zq · 100% (13)

The over-segmentation percentage is defined as:

P
over

= Z
over

/Zq · 100% (14)

The missing percentage is more complex to calculate. This
is because there are examples of segments that do not make
up part of an overlapping region, and so would be missed by
the above calculation. This can be calculated by identifying
the difference between the total energy of all labelled regions
Z
tot

= Z
corr

+ Z
undr

+ Z
over

+ Z
miss

, and then using the
difference between this and the ideal match to determine the
full percentage of missing data, as defined by:

P
miss

= ((1 � (Z
tot

/Zq)) + (Z
miss

/Zq)) ⇤ 100; (15)

This produces final percentages of each category that match
the labels for over-segmentation, under-segmentation, correct
segmentation, and missing data. It should be noted that in
addition to the ambiguity over correct/over-segmented/under-
segmented data, there is also the issue that the phonetic
transcription carried out by humans may not be completely
exact either.

IV. RESULTS

We evaluate the system presented in Section II using the
evaluation metric in Section III. We test: (i) the performance on
clean speech segmentation using the TIMIT speech database
[9], and (ii) the performance on speech plus noise mixtures,
including white noise, sawtooth noise, and natural sounds
(river noise), mixed at a number of different signal to noise
ratios (SNRs), calculated as RMS SNRs.

Figure 4 demonstrates the segmentation output. The top
image shows the spectrogram of a single TIMIT sentence (gen-
erated using Audacity: http://audacity.sourceforge.net), and the
bottom image the segmentation for each channel (frequency
band) output from the filterbank, showing how different seg-
ments are identified in different channels. Finally, the lines and
crosses at the bottom of the figure show the identified segments
subsequently used for evaluation. It can be seen that our multi-
channel segmentation approach has identified a number of
segments that represent a good match with the spectrogram,
and this is then translated into a number of distinct segments.
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Fig. 4. Example of segmentation of a single TIMIT speech utterance,
MAPV0SA2. The top is the spectrogram (50-7000Hz), where the Y axis is
logarithmic. The bottom image shows the segmentation for each frequency
channel (also 50-7000Hz, logarithmically spaced), with red lines with black
x’s at bottom marking the segmentation results.

A. Speech Segmentation Performance

To evaluate the system, we applied the segmentation system
firstly to 4620 utterances from the well known TIMIT database.
To assess the quality of these, we used the phonetic tran-
scriptions provided with the dataset, discounting the closures
associated with consonants, as well as pauses. The results are
shown in figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Results from 4620 TIMIT utterances for clean speech. Top left shows
the total percentage energy determined to be a good mutual match (correct),
top right shows the percentage energy determined to be under-segmented
(one estimated segment to multiple ideal segments), bottom left shows the
percentage energy determined to be over-segmented (one ideal segment to
multiple estimated segments), and bottom right shows the percentage energy
mismatched (i.e. not considered to be a match over the minimum threshold
or not overlapping at all). X axis is � (threshold) throughout.

Considering firstly correct segmentation, i.e. one estimated
segment and one ideal (hand transcribed) segment cover each
other mutually, positive results were found. This can be seen



in the top left graph of figure 5. When the threshold (�) of
mutual covering was set to be 0.5, (at least 50% of an ideal
and estimated segment cover each other), 77.2% of segments
were correctly identified. As � increases, (a larger percentage
of an ideal and estimated segment must mutually cover each
other), the percentage of correctly identified segments dropped,
from 73.4% (� = 0.6), to 44.9% (� = 0.9). This large
drop is expected as a threshold of 0.9 requires a near perfect
match, which is difficult to achieve. Our results for correct
segmentation are an improvement on Hu and Wang’s [6],
although their work focuses on speech in noise, so it is not
a full comparison. The ideal segments were transcribed by
human listeners, so that start and end times may be slightly
inaccurate. In addition, the system does not detect precise
phonemes.

Over-segmented regions (see Section III), where one ideal
segment covers multiple estimated segments, occur if the
system detects multiple segments that are covered by a single
ideal segment. The work by Hu and Wang finds very little over-
segmentation (below 5% in all cases), however, as the graph at
the bottom left of figure 5 shows, the system presented in this
paper finds considerably more. With a threshold (�) of 0.5,
11.2% of the signal was found to be over-segmented. As � is
increased, there must be more mutual segment coverage to be
correctly estimated, meaning a more precise match is required.
In fact, as � increases, over-segmentation increases far more
than under-segmentation, rising to 29.5% of signal energy
being classified as over-segmented. This means that there were
29.5% of incidences where multiple estimated segments were
found to be covered by a single ideal segment. This suggests
that the system is finding multiple segments per phoneme, and
is therefore arguably very sensitive, as it is able to identify
segments within phonemes.

Under-segmentation, where one estimated segment covers
multiple ideal transcribed segments, is a much rarer occurrence
with clean speech, as can be seen in the top right graph
of figure 5. Unlike the work of Hu and Wang (and again,
this comparison is limited due to their work not covering
clean speech), no matter the threshold level, we find very few
examples of under-segmentation, with the energy percentage
defined as being under-segmented less than 3% in all instances.
This confirms that the system is very sensitive to speech
segments.

Finally, the bottom right graph of figure 5 shows the
mismatched segment energy percentage. This covers segments
that were not considered to be matched to an extent covering
the threshold, and also those where there is no overlapping
region at all. With a threshold (�) of 0.5, 9.3% of segment
energy was found to be mismatched, which increased to 23.9%
when � = 0.9. This follows a similar pattern to findings by Hu
and Wang, who find mismatched percentages range between
7% and 20% as � increases.

Overall, with clean speech, very good results were found
with a very high percentage of correct (mutually covering)
segment energy when the system results were compared to the
ideal transcribed segments. Although this reduces to 44.8%
with a very high threshold, this is still a positive result.
In addition, when considering the over-segmented percentage
combined with the correctly segmented percentage, even with
a threshold of 0.9, the combined percentage is 74.3%. This

means that segments are identified, but the system is overseg-
menting, and identifying sub-phoneme segments. This may be
adjusted by further experimentation with system parameters.
Although we compared our results to those reported by Hu
and Wang, their work focused on speech in noise, rather than
clean speech, and so are not directly comparable. We therefore
examine segmentation of speech in noise.

B. Speech in Noise Segmentation

To assess performance on speech in noise, we processed a
subset of the TIMIT dataset to which noise had been added.
Four types of noise were used, two synthesised wideband
sounds (white noise, and a 200Hz sawtooth wave), and two
recorded wideband noises (fan noise from a server room, and a
recording of the River Allan). The noise recordings were about
50 seconds long, varying little in level across this time: the
actual noise added was a randomly chosen section of the same
length as the utterance. Noise was added at RMS power levels
of -40dB to 60dB SNR by keeping the original signal identical,
and scaling the noise. The results are shown in figures 6 and
7.

Figures 6 and 7 show results from 15 selected TIMIT
utterances for different types of noise: see figure legend. These
results do not compare exactly to the clean speech results
presented previously, as these use only 15 sentences selected
from the TIMIT corpus rather than the 4620 sentences used
for clean speech in figure 5.

A number of trends can be seen in the white noise
results in figure 6a. At a very low SNR (-40dB and -20dB),
the correctly segmented percentage is very low: further, the
under-segmentation percentage is high, peaking at nearly 40%
(� = 0.6) for -40dB SNR. The -20dB SNR mixture is only
marginally better. Thus while the system is able to identify
some segments, these are not correctly matched to the ideal
segments, but each estimated segment is covered by multiple
ideal segments. This is verified by the bottom right graph: at
-40dB and -20dB there is very little over-segmentation, unlike
the clean and reduced noise performance. Finally, at these low
SNRs, it can be seen that at � = 0.5, 25% of segments were
found to be mismatched, increasing to above 80% at � = 0.9.
This is considerably higher than for clean speech. Overall, in
white noise at very low SNRs, the system performs poorly, as
might be expected.

At higher SNRs, the results are much improved. We con-
sider SNRs of 0dB (speech and noise mixed equally), +20dB,
+40dB, and +60dB. Firstly, at 0dB (yellow line), the system is
finding a lower correctly segmented percentage, and generally
increased over-segmentation in comparison to +20dB, +40dB,
and +60dB. There is also a slightly increased incidence of
under-segmentation in comparison to these SNRs, but a similar
level of missing segment data. All scores represent a clear and
visible improvement over the negative SNR results.

The results for the positive SNRs tend to be both very
similar to each other, and to the clean speech results described
in figure 5. All have a very similar level of both correct
segmentation (from near 80% at a � = 0.5 to about 50%
at a � = 0.9). These results compare well to the clean
speech (some difference is expected considering the different
number of sentences evaluated). Similarly, under-segmentation
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Fig. 6. Results from 15 selected TIMIT utterances for two different types
of synthetic noise: (a) white noise, (b) sawtooth noise. For each type, top left
shows the percentage energy determined to be a good mutual match (correct),
top right shows the percentage energy determined to be under-segmented
(one estimated segment to multiple ideal segments), bottom left shows the
percentage energy determined to be over-segmented (one ideal segment to
multiple estimated segments), and bottom right shows the percentage energy
mismatched (i.e. not considered to be a match over the minimum threshold
or not overlapping at all). Each figure shows the percentage energy for the �
(threshold) value (0.5 to 0.9) for a good match, with each line representing a
speech/noise mixture at a different SNR, from -40dB to +60dB. throughout.

is generally below 5% as found for clean speech. Based on
the clean speech results, we expected that the system would
over-segment, and this is the case, with 0dB and +20dB
producing more over-segmentation than +40dB and +60dB,
demonstrating the effects of noise. However, these results are
similar to the clean speech results, as is the mismatched data.
This shows that at an SNR of +20dB, +40dB, and +60dB,
the system performs similarly to how it does on clean speech,
demonstrating a robustness to white noise. The results at 0dB
were also found to compare well to the results presented by
Hu and Wang.

In figure 6(b), (sentences mixed with sawtooth noise), at
SNRs of 0dB, +20dB, +40dB, and +60db, the results are
similar to the results found for the equivalent SNRs in (a),
showing that the system is also robust to sawtooth noise.
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Fig. 7. Results from 15 selected TIMIT utterances for two different types
of real noise: (a) fan noise, (b) river noise. Format is as for figure 6.

There are some differences from (a) at very low SNR (-20dB
and -40dB). Rather than the under-segmentation identified
previously, the system is reporting that 90%+ of the signal at
all thresholds is over-segmented. This suggests that the changes
in the sawtooth wave are generating additional segments that
are being matched to speech segments incorrectly, and again
demonstrates that while robust to noise, when the noise is
extremely loud, with a SNR of -20dB and below, the system
cannot function.

For the fan noise in figure 7(a), the results for correct
segmentation are broadly similar to figure 6. The correct
segmentation percentage for -20dB and -40dB is an im-
provement on white noise and sawtooth, while still being
worse than for better SNRs. The other results continue to
broadly match the results of figure 6, showing very low under-
segmentation, except for SNRs below 0dB, where considerable
under-segmentation can be seen. However rather than -40dB
and -20dB being similar, -20dB is much closer to the positive
SNR results for under-segmentation and over-segmentation,
suggesting that the system is demonstrating more robustness to
this type of noise than white noise and sawtooth. At positive
SNRs (0dB and above), the results match the earlier ones,
confirming robustness in this type of noise.



Figure 7(b) shows results for river noise, a realistic noise
source. The results are very similar in all cases to the white
noise case. In very noisy mixtures, the system is under-
segmenting or not finding segments, whereas at 0dB SNR and
above, the system is returning broadly similar results to clean
speech, as shown in figure 5.

For all different noise types, the results for these 15 sen-
tences follow the trend of clean speech results at SNRs of 0dB
and above, with results at +20dB, +40dB, and +60dB being
particularly well matched to clean speech results. It confirms
that the system is robust to different types of noise, both natural
and artificially generated. For very noisy speech mixtures the
system performs poorly. The correct segment matches for all
types of noise is very low in all cases, with data tending to
be under-segmented or mismatched. This suggests that while
segments are being found, they are not well matched. One
exception is sawtooth noise, where we suspect that the system
is finding segments in the sawtooth wave, resulting in false
cases of over-segmentation. Overall, apart from in extremely
noisy scenarios, the system performs well in both noisy and
clean environments.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This paper presented a biologically inspired onset and
offset based approach to speech segmentation, designed to
function in a causal manner. This work extends previous
work, inspired by using multiple resolutions suggested in many
different works in image segmentation. Here, both frequency
and amplitude are considered in a logarithmic way. The onset
(and offset) transform used is essentially a wavelet transform
(but stopping half-way through the convolving function so that
it becomes applicable in real-time), and the actual decision
about the location of the segments uses a leaky integrate-and-
fire neuron to combine onset (offset) information at differing
resolutions, and across bands.

We utilised the TIMIT speech database to evaluate perfor-
mance on both speech alone, and on speech with a variety of
different noise types at varying SNRs. The results identified
that with clean speech, the majority of segments were identified
as being correctly matched with very little under-segmentation
and mismatching, even with a high matching threshold (� =

0.9). When testing the system with four different noises, both
synthetic and natural, at a range of SNRs, it was found that
the system was very robust to noise mixtures with an SNR of
greater than 0dB, with very similar results to the clean system.
When the SNR was -40dB or -20dB, it was found that the
system performed poorly, suggesting a limitation to the level
of robustness, as might be expected in overwhelmingly noisy
speech mixtures. The performance of the system varied slightly
depending on the type of noise. Overall, it was found that
the system was robust, but with a tendency to over-segment
particularly at poor SNRs.

The results show the potential of this technique: future
work aims to refine it further, present further detailed eval-
uation using more sounds (both speech and other) and noise
types, and to make the source code and noise signals fully
documented and available for other researchers to develop
further. Its causal nature makes it suitable for potential real
time application, and it is intended to use this system as part

of other speech processing applications, for example as part of
an audiovisual speech filtering system [16], [17]. This research
has resulted in the development of an initial audiovisual speech
filtering system, but identified a potential limitation being
the single audiovisual model used, rather than the phoneme
specific model developed in similar work by Almajai and
Milner [1].
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